With Real-time Locating Systems (RTLS), you can track assets as well as locate patients and staff. When you provide highly accurate and reliable location information, as only Versus can, you do more — you can automate. Versus excels at clinical automation and healthcare systems integration, helping you to leverage RTLS for multiple uses throughout the hospital environment.

Optimize Patient Flow — Increase Capacity and Improve Operations
Now that you’ve invested in the #1 EMR, maximize its efficiency with the #1 RTLS. Versus and Epic have partnered in the first-of-its-kind EMR automation — using real-time patient location to improve data accuracy and drive time-stamped, intelligent information into the Epic system, automating:

► Patient Registration
► Transfers
► Bed Assignments
► and more.

By adding patient location and workflow automation to Epic, your facility gains a powerful capacity management tool to improve patient flow in real time.

“The clinicians love [the Versus-Epic integration]. They love the rapid transfer response time. By the time the nurse logs on to her computer at the bedside, the patient is already loaded in her list and she can do her assessment. She doesn’t have to wait for the secretary to bed the patient.”

Terri Niepokny
Support Analyst
Memorial Hospital Miramar

Based upon HL7 v3 communication standards, the integration offers a two-way interface that:

► Eliminates manual data entry
► Accurately time-stamps patient milestones
► Centralizes processes
► Speeds up bed assignments & transfers
► Drives greater efficiency
► Improves patient satisfaction via less wait-time

Make Versus the Location Authority for Epic
Interested in optimizing your EMR investment? Visit versustech.com/epic for a webinar that delves into the details. Or, contact your Versus National Sales Director today.
Comprehensive Visibility – Reduce Phone Calls and Maximize Communication

By integrating Epic data into the Versus system, you also gain a single, comprehensive display of patient location and demographics. Phone calls are easily reduced up to 75% by improving communication through the Epic-Versus integration.

Versus’ Enterprise View™, available for individual workstations and large, electronic Glance-and-Go™ boards, displays patient location and EMR data all on one convenient screen, including:

- Patient name and room/bed assignment
- Patient acuity
- Scheduled OR time
- Labs ordered/complete
- X-rays ordered/complete

By integrating Epic data with Versus’ RTLS, your staff will know, automatically, without manual data entry:

- Room/bed status (available, assigned, in need of cleaning)
- Where patients are and how long they’ve been waiting or alone
- Patient status (Vitals taken, waiting for X-rays/Labs, needs to see physician, etc.)
- Real-time statistics and alerts
- Which caregivers are assigned to each patient
- Which caregivers have seen the patient and who needs to see them next
- Easy Benchmark Reporting

With our Reports Plus™ Analytics software, you can easily benchmark facility performance, determine where additional resources may be needed, and when and where bottlenecks are causing delays. With Versus reports, gaining insight into your daily operations has never been easier.